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Standard Catalog of World Coins Available on DVD

For the first time in Krause Publications history, the cornerstone Standard Catalog of World Coins
catalogs are now available in a more portable DVD format, allowing users to take the catalogs wherever
coin collecting takes them.

Sept. 26, 2007 - PRLog -- Standard Catalog of World Coins Available on DVD

For the first time in Krause Publications history, the cornerstone Standard Catalog of World Coins catalogs
are now available in a more portable DVD format, allowing users to take the catalogs wherever coin
collecting takes them.

This three-DVD set includes three volumes of the respected series: 1801-1900, 1901-2000 and
2001-Present.

Features of this electronic edition include:

— Images that can be clearly enlarged up to 300% without distortion
— Printable pages, allowing users to print only what they need to use when away from a computer
— Using the country-by-page index, users are able to navigate directly to the country they are seeking to
reference

Visit www.fwmagazines.com/product/649/79 for more information.

About Krause Publications

Krause Publications, based in Iola, Wis., is the world's largest publisher of leisure-time periodicals and
books on collectibles, sewing and quilting, hunting, and fishing.  Chet Krause, a long-time collector of
coins, published the first issue of Numismatic News on Oct. 13, 1952, with nearly 1,000 readers. Today,
Krause Publications, owned by F+W Publications, offers over 40 periodicals, 10 hobby shows, 750
reference and how-to books, and web properties such as NumisMaster.com, the online coin price database.
 F+W Publications, an ABRY Partners, LLC company, also operates book clubs, conferences, trade shows,
interactive media and education programs.

Contact
Scott Tappa
Editorial director, NumisMaster
scott.tappa@fwpubs.com
715-445-4612, ext. 428

Website: www.fwmagazines.com/product/649/79
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